Precut Offcut – module gets new functionality and features for most advanced needs

Precut Offcut enables easy processing of offcuts, which have been created as result of optimization jobs. Whenever wanted, offcuts can be used in new optimization jobs as stock sizes.

In addition for basic functionality, Precut Offcut includes now e.g. following features:

- offcuts can be created automatically to cutting patterns with storage location details
- present and forecoming situation of offcuts can be managed in offcut register

When Pattern Editor – expansion module is in use together with Offcut –module, there can be now created and deleted offcuts in Pattern Editor either manually or automatically. Also storage location details of offcuts in offcut rack(s), can be created either manually or automatically

Also CNC codes for automated storing and usage of offcuts, can be made for glass cutting lines, if production machinery allows it.

More information: Precut Offcut - brochure
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